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Rock Crystal Vessels in Antiquity 

PLINY REPORTS THAT rock crystal was formed 
from ice which had been hardened into stone 
through intense freezing.] Inasmuch as the 
Greek word, i} KpiJ(TTaAAoc;;, meant both "ice" 
and "rock crystal," the idea must have had 
common currency in antiquity, and for once, 
it seems, the Greeks did not "have a word for 
it." The concept of metamorphosis by which 
metals and rocks were formed from water and 
earth had been discussed by Aristotle and by 
Theophrastus2 long before Pliny's day, and he 
surely had ample literature to draw upon for 
his discussion of stones and metals. 3 The notion 
that crystal was formed from ice lived on, for 
as late as the twelfth century Theophilus repeats 
it. 4 

Pliny went on to say that the best rock 
crystal came from India, but that it was also to 
be fou nd in Asia Minor around Alabanda and 
Orthosia, in Cyprus, on an island in the Red 
Sea, in Portugal, and also in the Alps, where 
men had to be suspended from ropes to obtain 
it. He was unable to explain why it formed into 
hexagonal crystals. 

We know today, of course, that rock crystal 
is colorless quartz, the crystalline form of silicon 
dioxide or silica (Si 02) ' Being a hard stone, with 
a hardness of 7, it takes a high polish and is 
immune to the scratches of daily use. Like obsi
dian, agate, alabaster, many marbles and other 
stones, rock crystal posed a challenge to the 
ancient lapidary, and he had taken his hand and 
tools to the material before the middle of the 
second millennium B.C. 

In the Mediterranean world two superb 
vessels testify to the skills of these anonymous 
craftsmen: a bowl with a duck's head handle 
from Mycenae, found in a tomb of Grave Circle 
B and dated to about 1550 B.C.,5 and a rhyton 
from the recent excavations at Kato Zakro in 
eastern Crete, dating from ca. 1450 B.C. 6 The 
duck's head bowl is said to be an import from 

Crete; the rhyton was surely made at Zakro, for 
not only is the shape in keeping with other stone 
vessels from the site but the raw material for 
the lapidary, a mass of crystalline quartz, was 
found in a workshop area by the excavators. 

Although these two examples are perhaps 
the most familiar to the Classical scholar, they 
are not the earliest known in the ancient world. 
Recent excavations at Acemhoyuk, south of the 
Great Salt Lake in Turkey, have revealed in 
Middle Bronze Age levels, dating from the 
nineteenth and eighteenth centuries B. C., two 
tolerably complete though broken rock crystal 
jars, and fragments of a t least three other ves
sels. 7 The larger of the two complete jars has 
a body in the form of a fluted cone and a 
constricted neck of concave profile. Two holes 
opposite one another at the widest point of the 
body served to attach handles. 

In Egypt rock crystal was used for contain
ers at a much earlier period, as excavations at 
Sakkara have shown,S but none of the surviving 
pieces or fragments is so fine as the vessels from 
Acemhoyuk. We should call attention, however, 
to a jar in the Brooklyn Museum from the 
collection of Edwin Smith, who lived in Egypt 
from 1858 to 1876, which through the kindness 
of Bernard V. Bothmer is illustrated here for 
the first time. The jar is of the same shape as 
alabaster and terracotta jars of the XIIth Dy
nasty, and may be dated to the same period, 
or, more specifically, to the nineteenth century 
B.C. 9 Although the quartz is somewhat milky 
and not quite transparent, there is no doubt that 
it was carved from a crystal. 

After the dissolution of the Minoan and 
Mycenaean cultures, it is not until the time of 
the ascendancy of the Persian Empire in the 
eighth century that we again encounter rock 
crystal vessels. The major portion of a bowl 
engraved with a petal pattern, now in the Ash
molean Museum in Oxford, came from 
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Rock crystal jar in Brooklyn. Height 6.5 cm. Photo 
counes)' of The B7'00klyn MltSeu1l!. 

Rock crystal jar in The Met7'Opolitan MltScU'ln of Alt, from C),prns. Height 
11 cm. (Purchased by slwscriptwll, 1874-76.) Photo COUltes)' of 'the Metropol
itan MltSeum. 

Left: 1'Ock cI)'stal jar in The Met1'Opoiitan Museum of A It, from CypnIJ. Height 
8.2 cm. (Purchased by subscription, 1874-76.) Photo cowtes), of rhe Metropol
Itan MltSeum. 



imrud. 1O Fragments of several small vessels, 
one from the neck of a bottle, another from 
the lower part of a tumbler, have been found 
at Persepolis. 11 These pieces are of exceptional 
interest because their occurrence coincides with 
the earliest use by glass-makers of colorless (in 
fact, de-colored) glass in the manufacture of 
glass ves~els. Bea~ing i~ min~ that glass was. first 
utilized 10 the thIrd mIllen mum as a substItute 
for semiprecious stones, notably lapis lazuli and 
carnelian, we may be reasonably certain that the 
Persian craftsmen, experimenting imaginatively 
with glass in the eighth century, were intention
ally making glass vessels, not of colored and 
opaque glass, as they had been accustomed to 
do, but instead of glass as clear as crystal. 12 

Contemporarr with these fragmentary 
pieces from Persia are two complete vessels 
from Cyprus, today in the Metropolitan Muse
um of Arl. 13 Both are pear-shaped, necked jars, 
with two projecting lugs on the necks , pierced 
to take handles. The larger of the two has 
block-like contours, with sides and boltom only 
slightly rounded in profile, and with the body, 
shoulder and neck meeting at well defined 
angles. The smaller has well rounded contours, 
no shoulder proper, but identical neck and 
pierced lugs. In the Cairo Museum there are 
two bronze jars, with loop handles swinging 
from the neck, which provide close parallels to 
the larger of these crystal vases. The two 
bronzes are without provenience and are dated 
to the "late period."14 Knowing of my interest 
III these objects, Christine Lilyquist, Curator of 
Egyptian Art at the Metropolitan Museum, 
suggested that additional comparisons might be 
found among the objects published by Dows 
Dunham from the cemeteries at Kush; and, 
indeed, from El Kurru there is a small rose 
quartz jar of precisely the same shape as the 
large r of the crystals from Cyprus, as well as 
~ Slone and sill'er pendant of matching shape. I:, 
rhese can be dated to the second half of the 

cighth cent ury B.C. As a result, we are safe in 
saying thal the two jars from Cyprus were 
proba bly made in Egypt at this time. 

:\L:lIIOUC H DURING THE CLASSICAL and Hel
Icnistic periods rock crystal was occasionally 

used in seal stones and incorporated into jewel
ry, vessels of the material are exceedingly rare. 

. I n fact , the one and only piece that comes to 
mind is the exquisite crystal alabastron from 
Cyprus in the Metropolitan Museum. ls With a 
stopper in the form of a crystal disk mounted 
in a gold tube and trimmed with gold filigree, 
this object must be counted as one of the stars 
of the ancient lapidary's conception and work
manship. What can be the reason for t he lack 
of examples from this period, which was noted 
for the exuberance of its elaborate silver and 
polychrome jewelry and glass? Is it chance? Or 
is it rather, as I am inclined to believe, that rock 
crystal was too severe for the taste of the time? 

In any event, whether after a real or ap
parent hiatus , rock crystal vessels again came 
into fashion in the early Roman Empire. Some 
two dozen amphoriskoi and small jars have been 
dated to the first centuries before and after 
Christ. One of these is a recent acquisition of 
the Museum of Art and Archaeology at the 
University of Missouri. The vase, an amphoris
kos, is not a new find, for it can be traced back 
through se\'eral owners to the nineteenth
century collection of a n Englishman, Alfred 
Morrison. li 

Let us look closely at this vase: the body 
is barrel-shaped, the stem and foot intricately 
profiled, with the bottom part of the foot en
cased in a gold mount which appears to be 
modern; the neck is constricted, the shoulder 
has a gradual slope, and the angle it forms with 
the side of the body is be\·eled. Two elbow
shaped handles, square in cross-section with 
small knobs at t he lower ends, project from the 
neck and shoulder. The mouth of the vase is 
missing and the neck has been ground down 
so as to be nearl y Aush with the top of the 
handles, evidently as a means of eliminating 
what otherwise would have been a chipped and 
irregular edge. Several fractures run through 
the body of the vase, yet it is not actually broken. 

The shape of the amphoriskos, as well as 
many of the parallels mentioned below, in ad
dition to some of the jars already discussed, was 
determined by the form of the quartz crystals, 
elongated hexagonal shafts. We may suppose 
that the first step in the manufacture of the 
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Rock clystal amphoriskos in The Museum of Art and ATChae
oiog), University of Missouri-Columbia. Hetght 9.4 em. 
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object was the boring of the interior. Obviously 
a hard abrasive was used, and it is possible that 
diamonds, which were well enough known at 
the time, were employed, although this is not 
certain. I8 In any event diamonds were not cru
cial to the process, for well hollowed interiors 
had been achieved centuries earlier when dia
monds were not available. The grinding and 
polishing of the exterior was probably complet
ed by the use of Naxian emery, which Pliny says 
was the customary abrasive for finishing gems. 19 

A crystal amphoriskos, with similar elbow
shaped handles but with a body having stiffer 
contours and spreading outward toward the 
bottom, was found in 1957 in northern Italy, 
east of the southern end of Lago Maggiore, in 
the environs of Mercallo. The tomb from which 
it came can be dated to the mid-first century 
A.D. or a bit later.2o 

A date in the first century of our era is 
confirmed by comparisons to silver, glass, and 
other stone vessels. Hans-Peter Buehler has al
ready noted the similarity of the handles on the 
Missouri vase with those on an amphoriskos of 
agate in the Staatliche Museum in Berlin
Charlottenburg, which came from the collection 
of Frank Calvert, a nineteenth-century United 
States consul in Turkey.21 Regrettably, the Ber
lin vase cannot be dated independently. Yet 
handles of comparable design occur on an agate 
aryballos in the Archaeological Museum in Is
tanbul, and this vase is known to have come 
from a sarcophagus burial of the first century 
A.D. at Pergamon.22 At least two crystal am
phoriskoi, one close in profile to the Missouri 
vase, have been found at Pompeii,23 and in the 
collection of silver from the Casa del Menandro 
at Pompeii there is a pepper pot of similar 
design. 24 Furthermore, the turned stem and 
foot can be matched on silver and glass objects 
of the early Imperial decades. 

ADDITIONAL BARREL- SHAPED VASES of rock 
crystal, some with handles, some without, are 
to be found in m.useums at Aquileia, Pula (in 
Yugoslavia), Cologne, Athens, Berlin and Lon
don. 25 Other shapes exist as well: a pear-shaped 
alabastron was sold recently at Parke-Bernet 
Galleries,26 while two even more accentuated 



pear-shaped vases, both with curving ~a~dl~s, 
are in museums at Varese and AqUilela In 

ltaly.27 There is an octagonally faceted jar in 
the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, illustrated 
here for the first time through the courtesy of 
Cornelius Vermeule, of special interest in that 
the eight-sided fo~m . represents a deliberate 
disregard for the sIx-sided shape of the crystal 
from which it was cut. 28 

The carvers of rock crystal in the Roman 
period did not restrict their energies to vessels 
of small size. Pliny mentions a dipper that cost 
a lady 150,000 sesterces, and two cups that 
Nero, in a rage, smashed to pieces. 29 Cassius Dio 
calls attention to a crystal kylix accidentally bro
ken at a banquet given for the Emperor Au
gustus.30 We are not obliged, however, to limit 
our discussion to literary references; vessels of 
moderate size and of exceptionally clear crystal 
have survived from the Roman period: a two
handled cup of smooth contours in Cologne, 
one of larger size and of different design in 
Naples, from Santa Maria di Capua, decorated 
on the body with a naturalistic design of 
branches and leaves in raised relief, and, largest 
of all , a kantharos with ring handles and thumb 
stalls in the Treasury of St. Marks, Venice.3l 

A fragment of an open bowl in the British 
Museum is all that survives of a vessel originally 
more splendid than the preceding three. It had 
figured decoration carved in relief on the ex
terior; what remains shows a maenad in ecstasy 
and, above her, a portion of the rim of the vessel 
with an egg-and-dart pattern. 32 The fragment 
reminds me of the superb kantharos in the 
Kabul Museum found in 1939 by French exca
vators at Begram.33 For years I have wondered 
whether this object, always considered to be of 
glass, might not in fact be of rock crystal, for 
bits of gold leaf still adhere to the relief decora
tion, a vine branch, and the condition of its 
surface is pristine. This opinion was reinforced 
In ~arch .1973 when on a visit to the Warburg 
Institute In London I had an opportunity to 
make a close inspection of the original pho
tographs used by Otto Kurz in his publication 
of the skyphos. Even more recently a new book 
o~ the Kabul Museum by Benjamin Rowland 
with photographs by F. M. Rice has come to 

Rock CI)stal jar in The Museum oj Fine Arts, Boston. Height 
B.9 em. Photo cou/·tesy of The Museum of Fine Arts. 
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my attention. Here it is stated flatly that the 
vessel is of rock crystal.34 

I have not been able to trace a rock crystal 
situla, or bucket, which belonged in the late 
eighteenth century to William Ponsonby, the 
second Earl of Bessborough. This object came 
to Ponsonby in a roundabout manner from the 
collection of the Baron Stosch and was first 
published in 1785.35 The author of the arti~le, 
Thomas Pownall, was just shy of pronouncmg 
the situla unequivocally an antiquity, yet to 
judge from his illustration I see no reason to 
doubt its authenticity. 

Nor is anything known of the present 
whereabouts of the cache of precious objects 
uncovered on the Esquiline Hill in Rome in 
1545, a find which included numerous small 
sculptures and vases in rock crystal apparently 
of the first century A.D.36 

The story of rock crystal does not, of 
course, come to a close with the end of the 
Roman Empire. Vessels continued to be carved 
in succeeding centuries and, in fact, rock crystal 
lapidary work reached its heyday during the 
period of Fatimid rule in Egypt (A.D. 969-1171). 
Much has been written about surviving exam
ples of these two centuries, magnificent cre
ations which are preserved to us today owing 
to the fact that they were taken to the West and 
incorporated into royal and ecclesiastical trea
suries. That subject, however, lies outside the 
scope of this discussion. 37 

ANDREW OLIVER, JR . 

New Yark City 
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